Assignment 5: Video Prototype

Due: Tuesday, November 3, 2009

You will create a video prototype illustrating each of the three scenarios using your proposed interface. Make sure to set up the story at the start of your video rather than just showing the UI interactions (though the finished videos should show both). Refer to the MacKay videos, examples from previous classes, and readings for more information on how to create a video prototype. We can loan you a low cost camera if you do not have access to one (please email us as soon as possible if you need us to work with you to arrange this).

Deliverables

Video and Report
We would like the video prototype itself and a short description (1 page or less) of your video. The description should include the following criteria:

- How did you make it?
- Any interesting new techniques you came up with?
- What was difficult?
- What worked well?

Your report must be in PDF format. Your video must be in .mov or some other equally portable format.

When finished, upload your report to the catalyst drop box here:

https://catalysttools.washington.edu/collectit/dropbox/summary/jaf1978/7152

We will be experimenting with the maximum submission size and will issue further guidance on how to submit your videos.

Writing Guidelines / Grading Criteria

Video prototype (40 pts)
You will be graded on how well your video illustrates each of the scenarios and gives a flavor for your interface idea and how it will be used. You will also be graded on whether the video properly shows the context of how the interface will be used (the back story). Finally, we will grade you on the description of how you made the video and the critique (positive/negative) of the technique.